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Funny how you can get used to some-
thing, accept it as a way of life, and eat

and breathe it day in and day out for months
on end. Then, one day, you turn around and
it is gone. No, I am not referring to youth,
beauty, or even to the sudden departure of
my favorite soap stars. More serious than
that — it is enterprise e-commerce that
seems to have disappeared.

According to Xephon’s IS Plans
research, our annual gauge of changing
priorities and challenges within corporate
IT departments, e-commerce has slipped
way down the list of key projects, from
the first place that it has occupied so
imperiously for the last two years, to sev-
enth and eleventh places (for B2C and
B2B respectively). Ahead of e-commerce
are CRM, application integration, Web-
enabling existing systems, and security
and business intelligence.

What are we to make of this sudden
change in emphasis of IT priorities? Is enter-
prise eBusiness following the same unhappy
roller-coaster ride enjoyed by the dot-coms
in recent months? This scenario is very
unlikely. It is all there beneath the surface,
and its long-term effects are still being felt
across the whole commercial environment.
The only difference is that, now, it is part
and parcel of the IT infrastructure. In other
words, we appear to have reached the “con-
trol” phase of enterprise eBusiness.

Anyone who has been to a business or
project management course will probably
be familiar with Dick Nolan’s famous
S-shaped curve, which plots the evolution
of IT systems. Since 1973, Nolan’s six
developmental steps — Initiation, Contagion,

Control, Integration, Data Administration
and Maturity — have provided a blueprint
for the growth and behavior of new waves
of technology. Briefly, the idea is that
investment in a given technological area
builds up very slowly from Initiation, with
pioneering users sticking a tentative toe in
the water. At Contagion, the technology
hits the broader marketplace, and that is
when widespread investment takes off, the
trade press goes wild, and sales people earn
a lot of commission. There is a period of
steep escalation until the technology
moves into the Control and Integration
stages. Then, the curve levels off as the
subject becomes subsumed within the
broader IT infrastructure.

Models like this are excellent for pro-
viding the big picture. However, of course,
different technologies follow very different
evolutionary paths, and the precise shape of
the “S” can vary enormously. Enterprise
eBusiness (as opposed to SME eBusiness,
which has followed a much less dramatic
route) actually shows the Nolan curve off to
perfection, and its Contagion (over the last
18 months to two years) has been one of the
most high profile, hyperbolic, and frankly
surreal periods of the whole IT industry.

Somehow, the eBusiness “Control” phase
is proving to be just as dramatic. Nobody
could have predicted just how rapidly the
reins would be pulled in on IT, nor the
degree to which world economic and
political events would conspire to call it to
account. Now, suddenly, cost management
has become the number one priority (our IS
Plans research, mentioned earlier, revealed
that cost constraints were the IT manag-

er’s biggest challenge by far this year,
whereas only last year he had plenty of
money available but was crippled by the
skills shortage). CFOs now want to know
precisely where and when the return on
eBusiness investment will appear; and to
make matters worse, the same industry
visionaries who predicted vast scalability
growth a year ago are now accusing enter-
prise users of over-specifying their server
and storage requirements.

But cost management is only one ele-
ment of “Control.” Few people would
deny that eBusiness offers some radical
opportunities for brick and mortar companies
to open new business channels, rationalize
their supply chains, and enhance their
relationship with customers and business
partners by collecting and analyzing mar-
ket data in ways that were previously
impossible. For the IT department, the
investment will be realized by taking
eBusiness on to the next stage; integrating
it with CRM and business intelligence
tools; opening up and sharing dissimilar
sources of data; and eradicating the
islands of information, many of which
ironically appeared when companies were
forced to make an emergency response to
the e-commerce frenzy. All eyes are on IT
to pull e-commerce together and transform
it into a foundation for future waves of
technological development.  
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